PNPI's Higher Education Boot Camp (HEBC) on Program Integrity

October 4th- October 29th, 2021
Course Outline

LEARNING PLATFORMS
PNPI will utilize the Kajabi online platform for the learning modules and Zoom for the live sessions.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
- Deepen participants’ understanding of misrepresentation, state authorization, incentive compensation, and gainful employment in the context of higher education.
- Present the regulatory history of misrepresentation, state authorization, incentive compensation, and gainful employment in the context of higher education.
- Discuss current issues in misrepresentation, state authorization, incentive compensation, and gainful employment in the context of higher education.

Week One: Misrepresentation

October 4th: Misrepresentation Module Goes Live
This module will provide an overview of misrepresentation in higher education, present the history of misrepresentation regulations, and consider current issues in misrepresentation.

October 8th: Live Zoom Ask an Expert on Misrepresentation
This session will allow participants to gather additional information and ask experts any outstanding questions they have about misrepresentation and its application.
Panelists: Yvette Clark, Southern New Hampshire University and Aaron Lacey, Thompson Coburn LLP

Week Two: State Authorization

October 11th: State Authorization Module Goes Live
This module will provide an overview of state authorization of higher education, present the history of state authorization regulations, and explore current issues in state authorization.

October 15th: Live Zoom Ask an Expert on State Authorization
This session will allow participants to gather additional information and ask experts any outstanding questions they have about state authorization.
Panelists: Michale McComis, Accrediting Commission of Career Schools and Colleges; David Tandberg, State Higher Education Executive Officers Association; and panelist TBD

Week Three: Incentive Compensation

October 18th: Incentive Compensation Module Goes Live
This module will provide an overview of incentive compensation, present the history of incentive compensation regulations, and consider current issues in incentive compensation.

October 22nd: Live Zoom Ask an Expert on Incentive Compensation
This session will allow participants to gather additional information and ask experts any outstanding questions they have about incentive compensation and its application.
Panelists: Barbara Brittingham, New England Commission on Higher Education; Jillian Klein, Strategic Education Inc; and Aaron Lacey, Thompson Coburn LLP
Week Four: Gainful Employment

October 25th: Gainful Employment Module Goes Live
This module will introduce participants to gainful employment, review the history of gainful employment regulations, and consider the pros and cons of past regulation.

October 29th: Live Zoom Ask an Expert on Gainful Employment
This session will allow participants to gather additional information and ask experts any outstanding questions they have about gainful employment.

Panelists: David Bergeron, Member of Board, College Unbound; Jennifer Blum, Blum Higher Education Advising PLLC; and Ajita Talwalker Menon, Calbright College
Below you will find examples of past modules in the Kajabi platform.

**Week One: Cost of Attendance & The Federal Methodology**

**Module One: Cost of Attendance (COA)**
This session will provide an overview of cost of attendance: what it is and how it differs from tuition: what are direct and indirect costs; how institutions calculate COA and why accurate COA calculations matter; and how COA can affect federal financial aid allocations. To complete this module, watch the presentation above and review the readings listed below. Note: Participants can adjust the speed of the presentation by clicking on the "Settings" icon in the bottom right of the video.

**Required Readings:**
Be sure to read the articles pinned in the "Downloads" section on the right for important background on this topic. They are also listed below.

- Tuition vs. Total Cost of Attendance: Understanding Your College Expenses by Monikah Schuschi.
- Beyond the College Bill: The Hidden Hurdles of Indirect Costs by Ann Coles, Laura Keane, and Brendan Williams.
- Questioning the Calculations: Are Colleges Complying with Federal and Ethical Mandates for Providing Students with Estimated Costs? by Laura W. Perna, Jeremy Wright-Kim, and